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From the very beginning, the composition was an
indispensable stylistic device for Claudia Hirschfeld to
express her feelings musically. Thus already on the first
record "Summerlove" (1986) her own compositions
were represented. In 1990 the first album with almost
only own works by Claudia Hirschfeld was released. The
production "Impressionen" was released as LP and
music cassette as well as CD and sold in five figures. A
music album was released a little later to accompany the
production, but it is now out of print (as is the sound
carrier). The most successful titles from "Impressionen"
are "Young Opera" and "Jameos del agua", both of which
were also used intensively in radio and TV, among others
"Jameos del agua" was used for a long time as the title
melody of the SAT 1 show "Guten Morgen Deutschland". 

1997 followed with "Contrasts" another CD, which
contained almost only own compositions. In 2003 Claudia
Hirschfeld released twelve of her most popular
compositions again on the CD, but in new arrangements
in the sound of her Wersi Louvre and supplemented
them with four new songs - including the title, which was
also released as a single and, among other things,
reached first place in the Belgian Schlager charts.

In 1993 Claudia Hirschfeld composed the title "Wie stiller
Tau" for the world-famous opera star Kammersänger
Karl Ridderbusch, which was released as a CD-Maxi-
Single in 1994 and at the same time became the last
studio recording before the death of Karl Ridderbusch in
1997. For the pop tenor Amadeus Barthoni and his
album "Hero Of My Heart" she composed the title "You
And Me" in 2001, which was also recorded instrumentally
on Claudia  Hirschfeld's  probably  most  successful
composition to date was created in 2004 with the title
"Dreams of Dubai", which was widely used for travel
videos and has now been reproduced more than 500,000
times on various picture and music carriers. This success
brought Claudia Hirschfeld to the attention of LOBO, one
of the world market leaders in the field of laser technology,
who commissioned her to compose the music for the
laser animation "Arabian Dream", which promptly won
the ILDA Award ("Oscar" of the laser industry) in 2006.

In 2017 her anthem "Luciano" was awarded 2nd place in
the category "Best Composition of the Year" by the
German Pop Foundation. The title was interpreted
together with a large choir and orchestra by the Spanish
tenor Oscar Marin.

In 2018 she even received the 1st prize for the Spanish
pop anthem "Eres España" as "Best Composition of the
Year". In addition, the title Marin. In 2018 she even received
the 1st prize for the Spanish pop anthem "Eres España
(cuando no hay más)" as "Best Composition of the
Year". In addition, the title "Timanfaya" was voted "Best
New Age Song 2018" by her CD "Meilensteine".“To date,
over 50 compositions by Claudia Hirschfeld have been
released on various recordings - either by Claudia
Hirschfeld herself or by other performers. Claudia
Hirschfeld has also written lyrics for some titles. In
addition there are countless classical adaptations and
special adaptations of traditional songs. "Timanfaya"
was named "Best New Age Song 2018" by her CD
"Meilensteine".

To date, over 50 compositions by Claudia Hirschfeld
have been released on various recordings - either by
Claudia Hirschfeld herself or by other performers. Claudia
Hirschfeld has also written lyrics for some titles. In
addition there are countless classical adaptations and
special adaptations of traditional songs.

Claudia Hirschfeld plays "Cotrasts"
live in Odysseum Cologne
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The Discofox (in the 60's known as "Beat-Fox") emerged from the Foxtrot, when in the mid 70's free
improvising disco dancers returned to the dance posture and enriched the classical Foxtrot with
elements from Swing, Boogie-Woogie and Two-Step. The Discofox is based on the 4/4 beat, but the
beats are counted individually rather than as a whole. In principle, any form of dance music with
a regular 4/4 rhythm and a speed of 120-140 BPM is suitable as music. Especially current dance
music of the discos, i.e. Euro Disco and Eurodance, but also variations of Techno, is used. In
"Contrasts" Claudia Hirschfeld uses two types of Discofox: In Main 1 a permanent 8th chord phrase
plays with piano, possibly amplified as "Advanced" with a distortion guitar. The bass phrase in
Main 1 is based on a 16th transition phrase, which gives this part a very special rhythm. In Main
2, the full Discfox with octavated basses and a very peculiar, typical "double snare phrase" is heard,
with the disco snare playing the quarter beat and the marching snare playing the two 16ths before
each quarter snare. What is striking here is the "total" bass heaviness, because besides the normal
bass these bass phrases also play the piano in the low register and a synthetic bass (in my demo even
a synthetic brass sound).


